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  Welcome note 

Welcome to Luxembourg, participants of the ETAPS 2024 and Satellite Events! We 
are delighted to have you with us for the workshops taking place this weekend. As 
you immerse yourselves in the vibrant atmosphere of Luxembourg City, we trust that 
this gathering will foster enriching discussions, insightful collaborations, and 
memorable experiences. May your time here be both productive and enjoyable, as 
you contribute to the advancement of research and innovation in your respective 
fields. We look forward to an inspiring and fruitful event ahead. Welcome!  

 

Useful information 

Wi-Fi: Each room at the venue will have its own Wi-Fi with the name being the room 
name and the password: “room-name”-1453. There will also be a sign in each room 
with the Wi-Fi name and password. 

Satellite Events and Programmes: You can find all the workshops with link to their 
webpages and programmes here https://etaps.org/2024/sat-events/ 

                                                              Satellite Events 

 

 

 

Transportation: Public transportation in Luxembourg is free, please check out 
www.mobiliteit.lu for schedules. 

           IOS                                                  Android                                                 Website 

 

 

 

Contact: If you have any further questions or administrative requests, please feel 
free to contact us at etaps2024@uni.lu 
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Forecast   
After weeks of rain, weather in Luxembourg should improve. There 
may be some showers on Sunday morning, so keep this in mind. 

 

 

 Venue floor plan 
You can find conference floor 
plan on the following link: 
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 Events in Luxembourg City  
For those seeking a great restaurant or bar experience, we recommend 
heading to Luxembourg City center, Grund, and Les Rives de Clausen area. 
For small and cozy bars we recommend De Gudde Wëllen, Scott's Pub, 
Urban, Liquid, Konrad Café & Bar, Vis-a-Vis in the Luxembourg City center. 

 


